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06: Culture Shock

Inder then gave us a day off, while he considered how to deal with this problem. In any
case, he told us, he had business in Bilara the next day, and asked us if we would like to
go there with him? He would be busy for an hour or so, after which he could show us
around the town, he told us. Naturally, we readily agreed, though Inder would not reveal
the exact nature of his business, which was at the courthouse. The trip to this market town
turned out to be a very tense and difficult one, for several unrelated, or only loosely related
reasons. 

While Inder was at the courthouse, we took drinks and snacks at a restaurant set slightly
off the town’s principle thoroughfare. After a short while sitting there, we noticed a poorly
dressed man in his late 20s standing a few metres away on the street, regarding us with a
cold, hard look. 

He was unshaven, with a shock of unkempt hair, and deeply tanned. He stood with his
legs wide apart and arms dangling, as if ready to block the onrush of something and I
noticed his arms were trembling slightly. Richard and Michel had also noticed the man,
and his strange stance and glare. Michel wondered aloud if what the man was intent on
blocking was us, as he was standing directly in the line of our route from the restaurant.
We tried to pay no more attention to the man, hoping that by showing no interest in him, he
would lose interest in us, but he didn’t move an inch and it was hard to ignore the fact that
we couldn’t leave without having to get passed him. 

We had been in the seating area in front of the restaurant, one of the few in the town with
an enclosed seating area behind windows, which were the full height of the establishment;
most restaurants were open-fronted. Michel suggested we move to the interior seating
area. This naturally put us a little further away from the street and the position occupied
there by the strange and hostile-looking man. The idea of putting a couple more metres
and a wall of glass between us and him seemed like a good one, and we quickly relocated
inside, hoping this would be enough to dampen his obsessive interest in us. We happened
to be the only customers at that time. 

Our hopes were quickly dashed when the man walked straight up to the outdoor seating
area, and stood there at right angles to us, only about a metre away from us, apparently
looking  away into  the  distance.  The proprietor  of  the  restaurant  was  busy behind the
counter, but noticed the man, though he paid him little attention. Catching the manager’s
attention, Richard asked him who this man was and what he wanted, but the boss just
shrugged and shook his head as if the whole thing was too annoying to even talk about. 

Then, suddenly, just as we were discussing our next move, the man twisted on his heels,
and - to borrow Richard’s subsequent description of the action - “plastered himself” on the
glass separating us, arms outstretched with the profile of his face flat against the glass,
mouth open. The tremendous, sudden, and unexpected slap of the man’s body hitting the
glass succeeding in making the three of us jump, and Michel, uncharacteristically, swore
aloud, in his native language. 

We decided to leave the place there and then, and wait for Inder at the courthouse if he



was still  busy there. Our rationale was that the courthouse would no doubt be a safer
location, and probably have a guard at the entrance. We may even be able to wait for
Inder inside the courthouse building, Michel suggested. I ventured the opinion that the man
stuck  to  the  restaurant  windows  may  be  a  religious  or  political  fanatic  with  some
antagonism against foreigners.

I expected the man who ran the restaurant to be very unimpressed by the event, which
had been played on his property, but he found it so humorous that even as he took our
money,  he  suddenly burst  out  laughing  for  a  second time.  Richard  delivered a  sharp
remark that I felt was lost on him, and we walked out of the place. 

“We must keep a close eye on him without paying too much attention to him”, Michel said
of the man still standing as if glued to the glass windows as we walked onto the street. “I
think he feeds on our attention; he’s sure to follow us”. 

Richard glanced back at the man. “He can do whatever he likes, but if he lays a finger on
me, I’ll flatten him!”
 
I affirmed that touching any one of us would be the final straw. We were three, I assured
my companions; he was just one. He didn’t seem to be armed; if he got too close to us, I
vowed that he would regret it. We were not going to be intimidated by a lone fanatic of any
persuasion.

But as we walked down the town’s main thoroughfare, we noticed a gathering of people
flanking us. Some appeared to be very amused. At one point, I turned around and to my
astonishment, I saw the man, no less than three metres behind us! I hadn’t expected that
he could move so quickly and stealthily, and judging by their jittery reactions, it seemed
that Richard and Michel hadn’t either. 

The three of us by this time were all on tenterhooks: what did all this mean? What the hell
was going on,  I  wondered aloud? Who was this  weird character  following us around,
deliberately trying to scare us, what was it that he wanted, and why was everybody else
apparently on his side, enjoying our unease and distress?

But the crowd of onlookers seemed to grow rapidly and close in on us. Richard turned
around again, and cursed. I naturally also turned to look back at the man following us. He
was still keeping pace, only three or four metres behind us. When we stopped, he stopped,
as if frozen in motion, which brought out peals of laughter among the onlookers. When we
started walking again, so did he.

By now, Richard and myself were both extremely keyed up and beginning to feel that the
only way we were going to shake off this maniac was to take physical action against him,
but Michel keep repeating, mantra-like, “just keep going; he hasn’t touched us yet!”

Despite myself, feeling that the man was almost breathing down my neck, I turned around
again. But then, with a shock in the pit of my stomach, I saw that he was now walking on
his knees rather than his feet! Some of the onlookers seemed to find this bizarre scene
hilarious.  A moment  later,  with  some relief,  I  saw Inder  walking  towards  us  from the
direction of the courthouse.


